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1. Introduction

Rotatable designs were introduced by Box and Hunter (1954). For
the construction of these designs they used geometrical configurations.
They obtained several second order rotatable designs by using the
properties of regular configurations. Afterwards, Gardiner and others
(1959) obtained through the same technique some third order designs
for two and three factors and one design in four, factors. They observed
that through their technique designs with larger number of factors
may be possible, but they will require very large numi)er of points.
Bose and Draper (1959) obtained some second order designs in three
factors by using a different technique.

In the present paper second and third order rotatable designs with
up to 8 factors have been obtained from factorial designs. The number
of points in these designs including the third order designs are reason
ably small.

2. Rotatable Designs

Let there be k factors or variates each at s levels. If a design be
formed with N of the treatment combinations, it can be written in
the following (iV X k) matrix which we shall hereafter call the design
matrix, D\

X2
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Variates

D =

Xii

^12

^13

^21

^23

^2k

Xh

Xk2

X„3

A variate Xi has been associated with the i-th variate such that
the entries in the r-th column of D below the variate are its values.

The treatment combinations -will sometimes also be referfed to as the
points of the design..

' A design of the above form will be a rotatable design of order
d ii a polynomial response surface of degree^ of the response, y as
obtained from-the treatments on the variates 1, 2; • • • k) can
be so fitted that the variance of the estimated response from any treat
ment is a function of the sum'of squares of the levels of the factprs in
that treatment combination. In. other words, the variance of the
estirhated response at any point is a function of the square of the dis;
tance of the point from some suitable origin so that the variance of
all responses at points equidistant from, the origin is the same, When
thb' response surface is of the second degree, that is, d = 2, such con
stancy of variance will be possible if the design points are so selected
Ihktthe following relations hold:- ' -

Relation A\

. Sxi = Q, S XiXj = Q, S xixf_ = 0, Sx^^ = 0, 2 XiXj^ = 0,

SX(X^X„^ = 0 and SxiXjX^Xi = 0.

' V ' . : , / , ,
r •(i) '2'xi^= constant = JVAg ,.-i •.: > for all i's.

= iVA, I
= 3NK J(ii) .2 x^ = constant ^

Relation C\

2/= constant for all pairs of i and j
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Relation D :

. ' Xxt* = 3 2Xi^Xj^ioT a.ll 'imd j.

Relation E: ,

k + 2-

.In the case of the third order rotatable designs the following further
relations need also be satisfied:

Relation A^:

" , Each of the sum. of powers , or each of the products of
•powers of x/s, in which at least one power is odd, is
zero.

Relation

2" = constant = ISiVAg. .

Relation Q: .

(i) i7xj2;£:/= constant., ' •

(ii) r xA/V = constant /c),

Relation Dii

(i) S = 5 a x^xj^

' ' (ii) Z x^%* = 32 Xf'̂ Xj^Xji,^

Relation E^.

AgAj ^ k + 2 . / ,
A42 ^ fe + 4"

The •problem .of construction of rotatable designs consists'not
only in selecting a set of N treatment, combinations out of combi
nations,, but also in spacing properly the levels of the factors with a
suitaijle origin on a suitably chosenscale suchthat the relationsspecified
are satisfied. In ordinary factorial experiments the problem of spacing
the levels does not arise. Hence for such designs the relative magni-r
tudes of the different levels remain unspecified.

3. A Modified Form of Factorial Treatments •

A factorial experiment involving three factors each at two levels
is usually denoted as 2® and the levels as 0 and 1. Instead we ;may
denote the leyels as x(p) and x{q) where x(jp) like x {q) means that p

I for all ij dxid.k (iz^j^ k).
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is to be associated with a: according to certain rule of association.
We may call x as niagnitude and p and q the associates of the magnitude.
If /> = 1 and g = —1 and the rule of association is multiplication, we
get the levels as jc and —x out of the magnitude From this angle
we may denote this factorial design as (1 X 2)® where 1 stands for the
magnitude x and 2, the two associates and the product sign, the rule
of association. In general we may say that the design (m, X ffig)®
have 7Mi"x mg levels formed of magnitudes and associates. The
(mi x Wa)® treatments can be obtained by 'multiplying' the mag
nitude combinations with associate combinations. For example,
when mi = 2 and = 2, if the magnitudes are a and and the asso
ciates 1 and —1, the magnitude combinations are aa, a0, and jSjS
and the associate combinations, 11, 1 — 1, —11, —1 —1.

The 16 treatments can now be obtained by multiplying each of
the magnitude combinations with the associate combinations. The
way of multiplication is illustrated below: When a magnitude com
bination say aj8 is multiplied with the 4 associate combinations we get
ajS, a — —aj8 and —a —j3. If we call the contents of any combina
tion of k factors, whether of magnitudes or associates, as its elements,
the multiplication of a magnitude combination with an associate com
bination generates a treatment which consists of k levels being the
products of corresponding elements in the two combinations.

Designs with mg = 1, reduce to the ordinary factorial designs
with mi levels. If some of the magnitudes as also the associates be
zero, all the treatments obtained in this way will not be distinct. But
for our purpose we shall use only distinct treatments unless otherwise
mentioned.

4. RotatABLE Designs as Fractional Replicates of the Modified
Factorial Designs

, For the purpose of construction of rotatable designs from the
modified factorial designs the associates should always be numbers
which are deviates from their mean so that their sum is zero. As will
be evident later, for reducing the size of the design, the number of
associates should be as small as possible, and hence 1 and —1 are
the most .suitable associates for this purpose.

The modified factorial design corresponding to any factorial
design, can be written as (mi X where m-i_ —j/2 or (j + 1) 2
according as s is even or odd. Such a design is always available for
any s, provided 0 be taken as one of the magnitudes when s is odd.
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Having given one magnitude combination and n associate com
binations of the design (mi X we have seen that n treatments
can be obtained from their multiplication. This method of obtaining
treatments from a magnitude combination will be referred to as
multiplication.

If any magnitude combination of the design (mi X 2)*^ contains
p non-zero magnitudes, the number of distinct treatments obtainable
from it by multiplication with the 2'= associate combinations will be
only 2^ and not 2®,

If n combinations of the 2® associate combination, with the asso
ciates as 1 and —1 be taken to form the design matrix D, and the factors
be denoted as A^, A^, • • • Aj^ such that the variate Xt corresponds to
Ai, then S Xf will be zero if the main effect is not confounded in D,
as the values of Xi in it are +1 and —1 in equal numbers. Similarly
Ux^xj will be zero if the interaction AiAj is not confounded in the n
combinations. If each of the values of the variate Xi in the design
be raised to r-th power, S x{ will remain equal to 2 Xi, if r is odd and
every entry in the column will be unity if r is even. Thus, if in the
design, X Xi = 0, then E x/ is also zero when r is odd. Again as S x^ '̂xj
is equal to Z Xj, the former willvanish if = 0. In terms of inter
action we may express this fact by making the convention that ^4/ = 1
or Ai according as r is even or odd and then equating any sum of pro
ducts, say, E Xi^j^xJ with the interaction Af^A/A^^ which is equivalent
to AjA„. Thus, if the interaction AjA„ be unconfouhded in the. treat
ments, Sxi^xj^xj and all other sums of products corresponding to the
interaction AjA„ will be zero. If in these n associate combinations
none of the main effects and interactions with less than 5 factors be
confounded, they will satisfy all relations A which are necessary for
second order rotatable designs. A little thought shows that, all these
relations will be satisfied by the treatments which are obtained by the
multiplication of any one or more magnitude combinations wUh the
n associate combinations in which no main effect or interaction- with
less than 5 factors are confounded. If in these n associate combiiia-r
tions no interaction with less than 7 factors be confounded, relations
A-i also will be satisfied. A set of n associate combinations in which
no interaction with less than 5 factors in the case of second order sign
and 7 factors for third under designs is confounded, will be called an
unaffected set of combinations. Any magnitude combination con
taining only one magnitude that is of the form aa •• • a will be called
a homogeneous set. Any homogeneous set multiplied with n unaffected
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"associate combinations will produce treatments which will satisfy all
relations ^4, Ai, B, and C, Cf., ! ; . '

: Having given the number of magnitudes for a design, if a mag
nitude combination contains more than one magnitude, we may obtain
other magnitude combinations out of it by cyclically changing over
the magnitudes. Thus if there be 4 magnitudes a, j8, y, S and a com
bination aj8yS be taken, we shall obtain out of ajSyS by cyclically chang
ing over magnitudes three other combinations, viz., fiySa, ySajS and
SajSy. The magnitude combination, with which we start, will be called
the initial set and the process by means of which other sets are generated
out of it, as detailed above, will be called rotation over the magnitudes.

Given any initial set we shall obtain out of it a group of treatments
by rotation and multiplication which will satisfy all relations A, A{;
B, Bi and partly C, Ci..

If there be only two factors, relations C and'C^ do not appear.
In the case of three factors each with three magnitudes the. initial set
containing all'of them generate treatments by rotation and.multipli
cation which will satisfy all relations C but will produce one equation
from relations in .Q. ,

Jtist like the homogeneous" set aa ••• a, the set sub
jected to rotation and multiplication will generate treatments. which
will satisfy all relations A, A^, B, B^ and C, Ci- The, set aOO
• v 0 is a particular, case of aj8j8 • • • ,6 and hence .this set also satisfies
all these relations. The treatment. combination 0, 0, • • • 0 called ,the
central point satisfies all relations excepting £ and E^. . ,

Relation D can be satisfied in some cases by proper choice of
several sets as will be illustrated afterwards. In general,, relations
b, Di, C, Ci are utilised* to obtain a set .of equations involving the
magnitudes as unknowns, a solution of which gives the proper spacing
of the magnitudes so as to "satisfy relations D, D^, C and Ci.

If there be k factors and the treatments are generated as described
earlier the number of equations obtainable from the treatment fot
satisfying relations C is (fc—2)/2 when k is even or the number just
less, if k is odd. The number of equations from relations Cj is k —2,
Thus, when the number of factors is more, larger number of maghi-
tiides ai-e necessary for getting designs excepting when sets like aa • • • a
and a)3j8 • • • jS biily are used.' Though second order designs are otitain-
kble by increa:sing the number of magnitudes and by satisfying rela
tions C with their proper choice, in.the caise of third order designs
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.increase in magnitude is no easy remedy, particularly ..when there are
four or more factors. In such cases unless all/relations C and Ci are
satisfied by proper choice ofsets, it may"not always be possible to get
designs. One method of generating sets out of any given, set so that
the treatments obtained from all these sets by .multiplication, satisfy
all relations A, A^, B, C and Q, has been described below. • - v..

Let there be k factors and let us take a set in-which there/are
distinct magnitudes. If s = k, the total number of ways

in which these magnitudes can be allotted to the factors is evidently
Z_k. If we form a set out of each allotment; the treatments- obtained
from these sets through multipUcation will satisfy all these relationsi
Again if jr < A:, that is, when there are fewer ^magnitudes than fecfors,
the total number of ways of allotment of them to the factors isevidently

. zfe • ' '7.
Z''2 • • •

where +>2 + ••• 4- r, = fc and denotes the number oftimds the
?-th magnitude occurs in the starting set. For example, if there be; 5
factors and two magnitudes and the starting s't is taken as
•the total number of allotments, and hence .sets, is Z.5/(Z.2Z!3), as
here ri = 2 and rg = 3. It will be found that' thid .procedure
requires too many sets and hence so many points. in the designs
obtained through them. One remedy is to take 0 as orie of the
magnitudes and repeat it (fc —2) tithes together with one more
magnitude repeated twice. In this case there will.be k(k—'V} sets
giving 2k {k - 1) points in all. This procedure of,obtaining sets will
be called permutaion. As an example, when k = 5, permutation
of the set aaOOO gives the following 10, sets. -

aaOOO

aOaOO

aOOaO

aOOOa

OaaOO

"OaOaO

OoOOa

OOaaO

OOaOce

OOOaa.

•It is known that relations E and £1 cannot be .satisfied when.a
design is obtained out of one set only through the processes;.-as-in
this case all points will have the same distance from the origin;;..In
such situations at least one central point (0, 0, •••0) has to be taken
together .with the others to, satisfy E, but not £1. . : r .
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It will be evident from the previous considerations of generating.
the design points that for keeping the size of a design low, the starting
sets should be homogeneous and thosenon-homogeneous shouldcontain
smaller number of non-zero magnitudes together with zero. In the
next section we shall discuss some of the second order designs in detail
while for other designs only the starting sets and the solutions for the
magnitudes will be indicated. The second order designs have been
presented according to number of levels as in ordinary factorial designs.

5. Designs with Three Levels

The factorial design used for the construction of rotatable designs
with 3 levels is (2 x 2) '̂ where the magnitudes are 0 and a and the
associates 1 and —1. The magnitude combinations for two factors
are therefore aa, aO, Oa and 00 and the associate combinations, 1 1,
1 —1, —1 1 and —1—1. By taking the starting set aa, the treatments
generated by the multiplication of it with all the associate combina
tions cannot satisfy relations D. As there is~only one rnagnitiide a
which has to be fixed to make 27x^2 = N, relation D has to be satisfied
by suitable choice of the magnitude combinations. It can be seen
easily that the treatments obtained from the sets (i) aa and (u) aO,
when the second set is repeated 4 times, by rotation and multiplication,
satisfy all the relations A, B, C, D and E. If necessary the design can
be augmented by adding some central points, 00. The value of a has
to be obtained from = N where N stands for the total number
of design points including the central points. This design will' then
have at least 20 points, as shown below:

aO aO aO aO

a—a —aO —aO —aO —aO

— aa Oce Oa Oa Oa

— a—a 0—a 0—a 0—a 0—a

In the general case of k factors a second order rotatable design can
always be obtained by generating treatments through the two processes
from the two sets (i) aa • • • a and (ii) aO • • • 0 when the second set
is repeated h times where n denotes, as stated earlier, the minimum
number of associate combinations in which no interaction with less
than 5 factors is confounded. The value of a is given by a = yiV/Sn.

The number of points in the design will be (2k + 1) n excluding
the central points which may or may not be added. It will be seen
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that the number of points required for such designs is very large. For
example, when k = 3, 56 points are required. Thus, when there is
no compelling reasons for adopting designs with three levels, designs
with larger number of levels may be adopted to bring down the size
of the design.

When k = 3, there is another design obtainable from the sets
(i) oaO and (ii) aOO, the second set being repeated twice. This design
is small in size as it requires only 24 points. The value of a in this
design is given by

6. Designs with 4 Levels

The factorial design for obtaining such rotatable designs is again
(2 X 2)' with the magnitude a and p and associates 1 and —1. The
only possible type of starting set in this case is oa • • • ojSjS • • • p where
a is repeated times and i3, fg times. As the magnitudes a and j8 are
to be chosen so as to satisfy the relations = NandUx/ = 3Uxix/,
all relations C must be satisfied by proper choice of sets. We know
that the set oj8^ ••• B gives treatments through the two processes of
rotation and multiplication which satisfy all relations, C. Hence for
constructing the design with k factors we may take the set aj3j8 ••• ^
and generate the treatments through the processes of rotation and
multiplication. Relation D gives the equation:

n {a* + (A: - 1) ,8«} = 3n + (k - 2)

Putting

the equation reduces to

+ it - 1 - 65 + 3 (A: - 2)

whence

j -•= 3 ± V4 + 2k.

When k = 2, there will thus be two designs for two values of s, in
other cases there will be only one design, as nega:tive value of j cannot
provide any real solution for a and j3. There will be kn points in the
design with at least one central point for satisfying relation E.

From relation B (1) the value of comes as

^ is + k-I) n -
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where n is the number ofassociate combinations taken and the total
numbers of design" points including the central points.' -

From consiideration, of geometrical configuration this series .of
designs was obtained by Box and Hunter (1954) also. . . .,

i • c .7. (Designs with 5 Levels

The factorial design (3 X 2)'*' where, the magnitudes are 0, a, ^
and the associates, 1 and —1, will be used to get the design with 5levels.

The sets (i) (aa ••• a) and (ii) jSO •••0 produce designs for all
values of k through the\twb operations of rotation and multiplication.
The number of ppints in the design is « + 2k..

From relation D we get the equation:

X' = 3na^ ^ rr,

which gives j = 1/V" where s = and' n is the number of asso
ciate'combinations used'for multiplication. In this case we need'not
add any central point 'to satisfy relation E excepting when k =' 2 arid
4'as in these cases the distance of all the design points from the centre
becomes the same. The value of jS can be obtained from

8. =-^ • •" • '' ' ' •• .. •
ns + 2-

These designs are the central Composite rotatable designs. One
more series of designs like the central ocmposite designs is available
when there are 5 magnitudes. This series is obtainable from the sets
(i) ao •••a and (ii) •••0 when the second set "is permuted
to give k(k— l)/2 sets. The number of treatments, in the design
will hen + 2k{k- I) where n is as before the number •of a^ociate
combinations used for multiplication. •.Relation iD. gives-the. equation,

+ 4 (A: - 1) = 3«a4 + 12/3^

i.e., r-

.. ^,_g!^2(fc-4) • ^ ; •
J32 n ' • • ;

When fc = 4, ,a,is 0 and hence dhe design, is available from; the second
set having 24 points together with one central point, the value .of
|3 can be obtained'from^-' •- - •- - ' '

o, ^.
^ ~ ns + 4(A: - 1) ' •,
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In addition some other designs with'5 levels are also available.' For
example, a design can be obtained froin the set OaS." Relatibri I) "gives
the equation, 4 (a^ + = 12a®i3®.

Taking • • , -

^ ~ •

•it becomes, , , • , . , , ,

S^+l =3j- -

and hence

, - 3± •••••- •.-••••v.- • -
2 •

As there are two values of s, two desi^s are possible." The value
of J3 is obtainable .from jS? = iV/4 (j + 1) where ,N includes at least
one central point. , , . . . t

When; fc = 4, designs with one set iri which all the magnitudes
are present but one of theni is repeated, cannot be obtained" by rota
tion and multiplication as' relations C cannot be satisfied with such
sets. It appears the same is also true when k >4. ' • •

8. Designs WITH 6 Levels

" Let the magnitudes be a, j8 and y and the associates, 1 and —1.
When there are two factors, a design can be obtained from the sets
aj3, iSy and ya by multiplying each one of them with the four associate
combinations. This design will have 12 points. From relations •i)
we get the equation • _ ,

a* + + / = 3 (a2j82 + + y2a2). : ,

Putting • . . - ,

s = ^ and t =
,2 ?

. y , •>'

it reduces to ;

-|_ 1 = 3 (jf + J + f).

As there are two unknowns in one equation, 'one' of them catt be taken
arbitrarily so that the solution for the others is real and positive, •• .The
value of y can be obtained from

Ay^is + t+l) = N.
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In case of three factors a design with the initial set ajSy can be
obtained by i-otation and multiplication with all the 8 associate com
binations. There will be 24 points in the design with at least one central
point. The equation from relation D is the same as in the case of the
two-factor design. Hence the same solution of s and t will give the
design but the value of y will be different, viz.. By® (^ + ? + 1) = iV,
This design was also obtained by Bose and Draper (1959). When
A: = 4, a design obtained from the set a^yy will have one equation
from relation C and one from D. As there are three unknowns and

three equations in all it may be possible to get such a design. Equation
from relation C comes out as

/ + + y2a2 = 2 (oV' +

i.e.,

(y2 _ ^2) _ ^2) =0.

This shows that relation C cannot be satisfied when a, j3 and y are
different. Hence no design with k = 4 and 6 magnitudes is possible
through rotation and inultiplicatidn, though it may be possible by
permutation from one set. It appears that in the general case of k
factors no design with one set is possible likewise as relations C cannot
be satisfied unless tWo of the magnitudes are equal.

9. Designs with 7 Levels

Let the magnitude be a, j8, y and 8 and the associates 1 and —1.
When the number of factors is less than 4, designs with 7 or more
levels have no special advantage over those obtainable from smaller
number of levels, rather they suffer from the defect of requiring too
many points,

(0 When k = 4:

We could not get any design with 6 levels when k is greater than
three. With 7 levels if we take the set Oayfi a design can be obtained
by developing the set through rotation and multiplication. There
will be 32 points with at least one central point to satisfy relation E.

Relations C and D give the equations

(i) aV' + iS'y' =
(ii) + J3« + / = 6a2j32.

Putting

s = and ^ = -2,
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they reduce to*-

s + t = 2st.

+ t^+l = 6st.

Solving these equations we get:

j = 3-137 and t= -595.

y can be obtained from the relation 8y^(^ + <+ 1) = N.

{ii) When k = 5\

We may choose a set in which all the magnitudes are presented
but one of them is repeated. By repeating 0 we shall evidently obtain
a design with a smaller number of points. Thus, a design can be
obtained from the set OOayjS by adding at least one central point. The
number of points excluding the central point is 40. The equations
from relations C and D are

(i) aV® +

and

(ii) + / = 3a2j82.

Putting

, jS''.5 - -5 and f = -2,

we get

s + t = St

and

+ ^2 + 1 = 3^?.

Solving these equations we get

5 = 3-3706 and 1-4206.

The value of y can be obtained from

+ ' + 1) =-/V-

When there are six factors or more relations C will give 2 or more
equations. Unless it is possible to satisfy all the relations C excepting
one so as to get only one equation out of it, there will be more equa-
tioiis than unknowns. As such no design in general with 7 level seems
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possible for six or more number of factors through rotation and
multiplication.

10. Designs with 6, 7 and ? Factors

(i) k = 6.—A design for 6 factors can be obtained bji taking the
set 00aj808 and developing it through rotation and multiplication.
Relations C and D give the follovi'ing equations:

(i) a2i31= J3282 ;= 2a2S2.

(ii) aO + J3« + = 6a282.

Putting

• t =82' . §2

they become

St = t =^2s

and

jS + <2 + 1 = 6j.

The solutions are j = 1, t = 2.

This design has 48 points and at least one central point is necessary.

(ii) k = 7.—A design for 7 factors can be obtained by talcing the
set 000aj808 and developing it through rotation and multiplication.
Relations C and D give the following equations:

(i) = j8282 = a^Sa.
(ii) + J3^ + 8« = 3a2Sf.

Putting

82 ' 82

they beome

St =t = s ,

and

.... , S-2+7.2. + .1 =35,

' • The are j=l, <=1.

This design has 56 points and at least one central point is necessary.
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(iii) k = 8—For a design in 8 factors take the set OOOajSyOw and
develop it through.rotatjoix .^nd^ multiplication. Relations C and D
give the following equations':

(i) a^iSa + j8Zy2 =

(n) + y* + cj* = 6a^w^. ; ; •-

Putting

)32 ^ y2
—5 = 5, ^ = t, —^ —U •
CO® to®

they become

St + tu = su-\-u = t ='2s

and

5® + + 1 = 6J.

As there are more independent equations than unknowns, we
take one more set (2^^^40)0000000 involving another unknown p,
together with the previous set. The relations C and D now ,give the
equations:

Sttu = SU +u = t = 2s .

and , ,

s® + + 1 + 2^2 P 6j.

The solutions are • ,, -

^ , .. . 5.=.(V2-1). ^ " ;/ . ,, ,
<=2(V2-i) ^ .• .•- • ' •

•; M= y^(V2 -1) .
jj5 =0-332.

This design has 144 points and no central point is necessary-,' :

11. Third Order RoTATABtiE Designs "IN Two Factors.

Gardiner etal. (1959) have constructed a series of 2 factor designs
by taking equidistant points bii two concentric circles., We could
get a deai^ with three^magnitudes which do not come out as any parti
cular case of their series. This design has 16 points and are obtainable
from the three sets (1) aj3, (2) aa and (3) yO by developing them through
rotation and multiplication. Relations ,D and; give the equations:

8a« + 4j8« + 2y4 = 24a2)32 + 12a4 .
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and

8a8 + 4i3« + 2y« = 20 + 20a«.

Putting

' = p and t=
they become

2<a + 4 = 245 + 4j2

and

2(3 + 4 = 20 (s2 + s) + I2s\

i.e.,

= 2j2 +125-2

and

<3 = 6s3 + 10 (j2 + j) - 2.

Solving these equations:

5 = -25538

and

• f = 1-09320.

The value of ^ can be obtained from

j32(85 + 2i + 4) = iV.

As the points are not all equidistant from the centre, conditions E and
El are satisfied.

(,ii) Designs with four magnitudes can be obtained from the sets
(i) and (ii) yS. The number of points in the design will be again
16.

Relations C and Q do not appear when k = 2.

Relations D and A give the equations
4 (a^ + j8i + / + S^) = 24(o2)32 + y28a),
4 („6 + ^6 + y6 + 88) = 20 +/S2),

Putting

s

ai . ga y2
= ^2' ^= « = ;p
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we get

+ \ = (>{st + u) •

js + (3 + mS -I- 1 = 5 (5^2 + sH + u^ + u)

As there are two equations and three unknowns, one of them can be
chosen arbitrarily.

By putting i/s = u, we find the equations become:

(j3+1)(m2-6m+1) = 0

and

+ I) (m + I) (m^ - 6m + I) = 0.

Thus, if u be so chosen that

m2-6m+1=0,

i.e.,

M= 3 ± -v/8

the relations are satisfied whatever s may ije. Thus a series of design
is available from the sets:

(ii) (V«S) (S)

where m= 3 ± V8 and s is arbitrary. S can be fixed from the
relation 482 (5 + 1) (m + I) = iV. if ^ = 1, relations E and E-^ will
not be satisfied while for all other values .of s, they will be satisfied.

12. Third Order Rotatable Designs for Three
AND More Factors

It has been seen that with the help of the sets (i) da ••• a and
(ii) jSOO ••• 0 second order central composite rotatable designs can
be obtained. But no third order designs can be obtained with them
as relations cannot be satisfied. But if one more set, viz., yyOO •• • 0
permuted to give kik —l)/2, sets of four points each be taken together
with the above, designs are available when one more set out
of the above three, which may have different magnitudes, is also taken.

The equations in the general case of k factors- obtainable from
the above three sets are:

mo^ + 2j8« + 4 (A: —1) = 3wa« + 12/

4y6 wjo® = B/na®

ma® + 2^3® + 4 (^ —1) y® = Sffia® + 20y®.
13
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where m denotes the number of associate combinations in which no

interactions with less than 7 factors are confounded.

Putting

these become

^2 = k)

.3= 2
m

<3 = 2ms3 + 2 (6 - /c) = 4 + 2 (6 - A:).

As there are three equations and two unknowns, one more mag
nitude is to be taken to obtain their solution. There will thus be the

followinjg three cases according to the nature of the added set:

Case 1.—If a set SOO • • • 0, i.e., of the form jSOO • • • 0 be taken and
the equation for this design based on the four sets will be

t^ + u^ = ms^ + 2 (4 - A:)

.3=2
m

<3 _|_ y3 = 4 ^ 2 (6 T- k).

Case 2.—^If again the added set be cow • • * eo being of the form
aa a and = v, the equations will be:

m (s® + t?®) = — 2 (4 — k)

ss + vs = ~
m

^3 = 4 + 2 (6 - A:).

Case 3.—^Lastly if the added set be jcxOO • • • 0 which is of the
form yyO ••• 0, the equations become when x^jy^ = p.

i2 = mj2 + 2(4-A:)(l+/»")

,, = ?iL+£5
m

t^ = {4 + 2(6-k)}(l+p^).

It will be seen that in each set of the above equations one of the un^
knowns, viz., either s or <is automatically known. The equations in
the first two sets are of the form:
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s^ + v^ = A

and

= 5.

If the relation holds and A and B are positive,
there will be a positive real solution for s and v and one of the solutions
will lie between \/A and ^/Ajl. Some of the designs obtainable for
such sets for different values of ^ up to 8 have been presented below:

(i) When k = 3:

The following sets (i) aaa, (ii) ^00 (iii) yyO and (iv) SOO give a
design which belongs to case 1. This design has 32 points and no
central points are necessary.

The equations, for the design are:

+ = 85^ + 2 = 5-174797

„3 ^10

= i.e., -62996.

The solutions for t and m are:

< = 2-1090

M= -8526.

(ii) When fc = 4:

The following sets (i) aaaa, (ii) ^000, (iii) yyOO and (iv) x:)cCO
give a design which evidently belong to case 3. The equations for
these sets are:

= 16s2, i.e., t = 4s.

• ' .3_1+£!

«3 = 8 (1 4-/'®).

As the third equation follows from the first two, whatever p may
be, there will be a design with these sets for each value of p. The
values of t and s can be obtained as soon p is fixed. When p^O,
there will be 72 points. \f p = 0, there will be 48 points, but in this
design ,all the points will be equidistant from the centre and, hence
relation cannot be satisfied even by adding, central point.
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(iii) When k = 5:

The following sets (i) aaaaa, (ii) jSOOOO, (iii) yyOOO and
(iv) OJ 0)0) CO CO will give a design in 114 points. This design belongs
to case 2 and the equations are:

4- 2

•»' + ''' = "32-

+ = i
<3 = 6, i.e., <= 1-81712.

The solutions are s= -3948 and v= -0991.

(iv) When k — 6:

From the sets (i) aaaaaa, (ii) jSOOOOO,, (iii) yyOOOO, but without
any fourth set, a design can be obtained for which the equations are:

t2 = 64^2 - 4,

.3 = 1
^ 32

<3 = 4.

It is found that the values of J and <as obtained from the last two equa
tions almost satisfies the first equation. Hence this design in 136
points is very near by a third order rotatable design.

If, however, one more set cotocowcoto be added, the design will have
200 points. It belongs to case 2 and the equations are

<2 + 4
-r = -g4-

j3 + l?3= ^1
32-

<3 = 4.

Solving these equations:
< = 1-58740

5= -31446

V = -05466.

(v) When k = l:
The sets for a design are

(i) aaaaaaa
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(ii) jSOOOOOO

(iii) yyOOOOO

and

(iv) COCOWWCOWCD

In this design m = 64 and not 128. Hence there will be 226 points.
This design belongs to case 2 and the equations are;

#2 I 6
+ = .11855

<3 = 2.

Solutions to these equations are

t = 1-2599

5= -2949

v= -1111

iyi) When k = '&:

In this case if we take the sets:

(i) aaaaaaaa

and

(ii) yyOOOOOO

the equations come out by taking m = 128,

= l = l
m 16

.3=2^1
m 64

It is found that j = ^ is a solution and hence a rotatable arrange
ment is possible with these sets. With this solution for s, we find
8a® = 2y^ and hence all the points are equidistant from the centre.
This indicates that relation cannot be satisfied with these points
even by adding central points. It, appears through the present
technique it is not possible to get a design, by adding any further sets
belonging to any of the four types tried.

13. Third Order Sequential Rotatable Designs

The third order designs presented earlier in the paper cannot be
fitted into a sequential programming of experimentation as they are.
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Gardiner et al. (1959) have shown that a third order rotatable
design will be sequential if the treatments constituting the design can
be divided into two groups to form the contents of two blocks such
that the treatments in each group form a second order rotatable
design with some central points, if necessary. After the treatments
have been divided to form the two blocks, let and stand for the
sum over thei treatments in the first and second blocks respectively-.
Now, in addition to the relation which are to be satisfied by the third
order rotatable designs one more relation, viz., = 32iXi^Xj^ must
be satisfied for the design to be sequential, as this will ensure that
each block is a second order rotatable design. We shall call this
relation F.

A further condition for sequential designs is that

= "i + "10
Ha + «2o

where ni and are the numbers of treatments exlciiding the central
points in the two blocks respectively and Hjo and «2o denote the central
points which may be added to the two blocks.

As and SiX^^ are functions of the magnitudes whichare known
while obtaining the design, the above relation can always be satisfied
by suitably choosing «io and «2o-

A number of such designs for values of A: = 3, 4, 5 and 6 have
been presented below.

(i) When A: = 3;

Block No. . Block cojitents No of treatments

Block I .. Set (i) yyO ni = 18

.. Set (ii) 800

Block II .. Set(i)aoa Wg = 22

.. Set (ii) J300

.. Set (iii)

The equations from the relations D, Dx and F are
8(/+ + o,^) + 2 (j8^ + 8«) = 12y« + 24(a^ + co")

8 (y6 + a6 + «j8) + 2 036 + y6) = 20y6 + 40 (a® .+ c"®)
4y6 + 8 (a® + 0)6) = 24 (76 +0,6)

8/+ 28^ =12/.
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Putting

a" )S2 S2
^= ^= «= ^ and «= ^

the equations become:

<2 + = 2 + 8 (s2 + m2)

,+ ^3® = 6 + 16 (j® + M®)

4 (j® + u®) = 1

i;2 = 2.

Solving these equations

j=0-6

t = 1-92849

« = 1-41421

M = 0-32390.

As

^iV = yH8+2v)

^2^ = + 8w + 20

= 18, K2 = 22

the relation

_ n-y -|-
«2 + «2o

can be satisfied by suitably choosing «]„ and Hgo so that

8 -f- 1v 18 -|- Kiq
819 -f- 8m -|- 2i 22 -|- W20

where s, t, u and v are as obtained above. The value of y is to be
obtained from:

+ 2t7 + 8j + 8m + 20 = iy

where

iV = Ml + "2 + «10+ «20-

(xi) When = 4:

The series of designs presented in Section 12 under A: = 4 is also
sequential when the block contents are taken as below:
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Block No.

Block I

Blocks II

Block No.

Block I

Block II

Block contents

Sets (i) aaaa

(ii) JSOOO

.. Sets (i) yyOO

(ii) JVxOO

The values of the magnitudes are the same as given for the design.

Here = 24, n^ = 48 and Wm has to be taken greater than one.

(iii) When k = 5:

Block contents

Sets (i) aaaaa

(^ii) jSOOOO

(iii) SOOOO

Sets (i) cococowoj

(ii) yyOOO

The equations for the design are;

32(a^ + co^) + I6y« + 2 (i3« + 84) = 3 X 32 4- co") + 12/

32 (a6 + w6) + 16y6 + 2 (jS^ + 8«) = 5 X 32 + w«) + 20y6'

32 (a6 + 0)6) + 4y6 = 3 X 32 (a® + w®)

32a« + 2 (j3« + S^) = 3 X 32a*.

Putting

^ i32 <o2
^ ~ y^'

the equations become
^2 = 32 (j2 :|_ „2) _ 2

= 64 (js 4- „3) 2

16(j3 + m3)= 1
f2 + „2 _ 32j?.

Solution to these equations are:

m = 0-25

5 = 0-36056

; = = 1-44225

§2
u = —o

No. of treatments

= 24

Ka = 48

No. of treatments

«i = 52

«2 = 72
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(iv) When k = 6:

Block No. Block contents No. of treatments

Block I .. Sets (i) ajwwcuwttj — 124

(ii) yyOOOO

Block II . . Sets (i) aaaaaa = 136

(ii) iSOOOOO

(iii) 880000

The equations for the design are;

64 (a* + + 20 (8« + /) + 2j8«

= 3 X 64 (a« + 10^) + 12 (84 + y«)

64 (a6 + £<j6) + 20 (86 + y6) + 206

= 5 X 64 (a6 + w«) + 20 (86 + y6)

64 (a6 + <o6) + 4 (§6 ^ y6)

= 3 X 64 (a6 + 0,6)

64cu« + 20/

. = 3 X 64a>* + 12/. .

Putting

82 0,2 82
S n J t n ; W* ' a J V ny2' y2' ' yZ

the equations become
^2=64(j2+m2)_4(1 +„2).

= 128 (^3 + m3) • •

32 (53+ m3) = 1 +

16m2=1.

Solving these equations

j = 0-4660, i = 2-4636, v = 1-3990 and m= 0-25.

Summary

Usually the rotatable designs are obtained from regular geo
metrical configuration. This makes it diflicult to construct such designs
with larger number of factors. In the present paper a modified form
of factorial designs has been defined and they have been utilised to
obtain rotatable designs in a simple manner. Second and third order
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rotatable designs for each of the number offactors from 2 to 7, have been
constructed. Some third order designs which fit into sequential pro
gramming of experimentation have also been evolved. The number
of points required for the designs are reasonably small. The method
has the speciality that it makes easier and systematic the investigation
for obtaining such designs. Through this technique a large number
of new designs could be obtained for up to 8 factors.
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